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MEMORANDUM

The international energy sector is rapidly shifting to clean, safe and sustainable means of energy. Many
corporations are endeavouring to search out new and revolutionary technology to give them the monopoly in
this rapidly fragmenting energy industry.

H2 Innovation Lab (H2IL) is presenting a solution in the form of hydrogen based energy technology.

H2IL discovered a method of combining energies at an ionic level to harvest the natural galvanic energy
stored in abundant, low cost metals. A small input current enhances the galvanic reaction to a voltage potential
sufficient to split water molecules and release huge amounts of hydrogen gas.

Unlike conventional electrolysis, the energy content of the generated hydrogen is many times greater than the
input catalyst energy, enabling self-sustaining energy generation. The technology incorporates abundant,
low-cost metals and is fuelled by sea or rain water. Drawing from galvanic (voltaic) energy but consuming
very little metal electrode material.

When stacked up against other forms of energy generation methods, this technology is truly revolutionary and
game-changing for the following reasons:

 Like nuclear fission and fusion this technology is self-sustaining but without splitting or fusing
atoms.

 Superior to nuclear, this technology produces a limitless energy that can be stored as well as instant
conversion to electricity or heat.

 Supporting the transition to a hydrogen economy.
 A secure means of energy with a reliability and energy demand consistency paralleling nuclear or

fossil fuel power.
 Fully scale-able from small localised power stations up to large scale fossil fuel burner substitution

in existing power plants.
 Safe and eco-friendly with absolutely no detrimental byproducts or carbon emissions.
 Low cost and undemanding infrastructure makes for a rapid change and ease of integration.

The attached verification report brief illustrates the efficiency and scale-ability of the technology. Extensive
information, including verification test CCTV footage, is presented on the H2 Innovation lab website.

Our objective is to sell or assign the patents of this technology to a large size corporation with the capacity to
take this technology to the next level and role out a world-wide application. The Utility Patents are granted in
all major countries including United States, United Kingdom, Japan, China, Russia, Netherlands, Germany,
France, Canada, Australia and others.

We have a degree of interest from major corporations. However, before we finalise any decisions we are
endeavouring to reaching out to all and requesting an indicator of initial stage interest.

Alternatively, if you are not in a position to investigate further then we would appreciate any suggestion you
could offer as to possible candidates for the technology.
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Verification Test Report Brief

Performance testing the desktop verification and demo unit using a PEM Fuel Cell. The pure hydrogen
generated from the H2IL Galvanic Enhanced Electrolyser is fed directly into a fuel cell stack to convert the gas
back to electricity and enable energy efficiency monitoring. Input power supply and output programmable
electronic load are data-lodged with one second samples. All tests are performed in a lab environment with 8
camera CCTV footage recorded.

Chart .1. Recorded data from verification testing a 5 liter cell and comparing the performance to that of a 2.4
liter cell. From this comparison we calculate the scale-ability of the technology with increased volume of
galvanic energy. For complete data please refer to the on-line report.

Chart .2. Recorded data from verification testing a 5 liter cell showing the input power (bottom line) compared to
the hydrogen generated output converted power (top line). The chart also demonstrates the ability of the
technology to ramp up and down according to power demands or hydrogen gas production requirements.

Example of Power Scale:

Chart .1. Illustrates a proven performance increase of 150% with a power scale factor of x2.9 achieved by a
size increase of x2.2. For complete data please refer to the on-line report . We therefore draw the conclusion
that a 24 cubic meter cell would have a power generation capacity of 944 kWh output for just 19kWh of
input energy. The technology require less input catalysis power per x2 scale, as the cell size increases.
Larger the cell, greater the power generation capability with NO LIMITS!


